Hularama: A Hawaii Dance Adventure

by Jennie Orvino

Your heart’s been pounding since six a.m. You’ve put on the iridescent green
floor-length gown, the jewel-studded elbow gloves, and low-heeled satin shoes;
applied make-up befitting a very special date, to the accompaniment of tropical
birdsong. You fluffed out your hair—curled so naturally from the humidity—with
your fingertips. Now you’re poised on the edge of the white-and-black tile dance
floor, your arm through the crook of your teacher’s arm, waiting for your number
to be called. You wonder about the seams between the tiles; they look uneven. A
bead of perspiration slides between your shoulder blades, almost a caress. The
two of you will be the sole couple on the ballroom floor for 90 seconds of
Viennese waltz choreography. . .
In January of 2016, at barely 8:30 in the morning, I had my first taste of performing at an Arthur
Murray “Hularama,” a dance showcase and competition on the Hawaiian island of Kauai. By that
early hour, dozens of couples and judges had already assembled at the periphery of the Grand Hyatt
ballroom. From that moment, dancing would continue, heat after 90-second heat, through categories
of skill level and a myriad of styles, until almost midnight. The next day, the schedule would repeat
with increasing intensity and the potential for getting very, very tired. I had chosen to celebrate my
70th year by taking on, perhaps recklessly, sizable credit card debt to support this adventure. I
thought it would prove my deep commitment to, and passion for, partner dancing, whether or not I
had youth, talent, money and time on my side. I also expected
to meet people from all over the west coast, and to have a lot
of fun.
Like most women might, I started with the question,
“What will I wear?” I had attended three district Freestyle
Showcases and three Solo Showcases in Northern California
since I first stepped over the threshold of the Santa Rosa
studio on Davis Street, but this was the first time I needed to
go beyond the boundary of my bedroom closet. I remembered
declaring, “A beautiful outfit can’t make a poor dancer look
good, but a good dancer can make an ordinary outfit look
fabulous.” But this Dance-O-Rama required a wardrobe
upgrade. One of our studio staff members, Bethany, sent me
links to online dance shopper sites, and sat with me over a laptop looking at dress after dress,
suggesting colors she thought would flatter me, and helping me choose according to my personal

parameters: nothing backless; no high necks or deep side slits; a low décolletage was fine. When I
had chosen an ankle-length competition dress for the smooth dances and a sparkly, ruffled short one
for the rhythm dances, out came the measuring tape. LatinoDancewears.com required a photo of
myself plus 25 different head-to-toe measurements for a custom fit. I planned to look the part of the
dancer I wanted to be.
Fashion choices were easy compared to the effort of preparing physically. With guidance
from my primary instructor, Zach Crawford, and studio owner Cara Recine, I fashioned a Hularama
program to match my interests, my skill level and my budget. I took some chances with specialty
dance entries like Argentine tango, salsa, west coast swing and peabody which were outside my
previous showcase experience. Then, from July through December, I took as many private and
group lessons as possible. I studied videos of freestyle routines and attempted to build up stamina
for dancing multiple times in a row by working out aerobically and taking long hikes. Could I learn
to better regulate my breathing by dancing and conversing at the same time? I might not be training
for the Olympics, but I gave it all I had.
Anticipation heightened as we ticked off
the final practice sessions before departure. Even
if my instructor’s praise was as simple as it’s fine,
good enough, that satisfied me. It was time to rely
on self-confidence and muscle memory. On the
day I received my Arthur Murray Santa Rosa team
jacket, the reflection in the mirror showed the back
of a person named “Orvino” beaming a proud
smile over her left shoulder.
***
In my first view of the Kauai coast from the plane
window, the surf at the shore curled like white thread below rugged green and gray cliffs. Welcome
to Keoneloa Bay beach! As I waited for the airport shuttle to the Grand Hyatt Resort, I realized that
it had “taken a village” to get me this far, both from my teachers’ encouragement to set a goal that
stretched my limits, and help from my studio mates, among them: Emily, who drove me to the
Sonoma County Airport for a 5:30 a.m. check-in; and Jay, who agreed to pick me up in Oakland on
my late night return.
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Room 6003 was a long trek from the hotel lobby, but it oozed luxury—from the balcony
view of rolling greens, waving palms, and sun-flecked ocean to the expansive dressing area,
magnifying mirror for aging eyes, and bathroom amenities unusual enough to snap iPhone pictures
for the folks back home. Fellow Santa Rosa travellers Jeff and Valerie Walter, who had arrived
earlier in the day and had just returned from a round of golf, proposed meeting at the koi pond bar
for a pre-dinner drink. This was the couple’s second major competition. These “old hands” offered
what advice they could.
“It’s a little scary at first,” Jeff said, “but then you just settle in and do it!”
The Walters’ good company helped me relax from the hours of travel and get all my
stomach butterflies flying in the same direction.
Now you’re facing your partner across an expanse of 15 steps. You breathe
deeply and stretch your spine skyward. You lift your elbows and extend your
fingers, feeling a touch of elegance in your practiced arm styling. With the first
phrase of the music, you’re moving together; then turning and turning. You try to
keep your frame intact and your head gracefully to the left as the momentum
propels you. A female judge standing on the sidelines with a clipboard whips
through your peripheral vision. It is then you finally remember to smile. . .
Our contingent of seven had gathered for the first time at the opening night luau where we joined
hundreds of dancers from dozens of franchises and bonded over Mai Tai’s and barbecued pork.
That camaraderie formed a base of support and encouragement at each studio’s floor-side table. We
shivered together in our
team jackets because the
hotel cranked the air
conditioning to frigid levels
in spite of balmy
temperatures outdoors. I
understood, though. It’s a
sweaty business for leaders
to partner several students
for multiple heats. I danced
with Zach 56 times, Valerie
danced with him 66 times,
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and Barbara Buck danced 182 times over the course of two days. These were in addition to
partnering with his colleague Julie Serrano for the professional competition.
I learned from Barbara how to stay warm and limber by doing practice moves in the spaces
along the wall. I also learned from her how to be prepared. Out of her backpack spilled everything
from packages of almonds and chocolate to hair spray and shoe glue. Bags of high-vitamin-C cough
drops were at the ready to keep a dancer’s perpetually smiling mouth from getting dry. I tried this
remedy, but was afraid I would aspirate the cough drop and need the Heimlich maneuver … so I
crunched down on the drop to make it dissolve harmlessly as soon as I started to dance.
Hour by hour, Thursday through Sunday, the official photographers printed, sorted and laid
out piles of 4 x 6 digital photos on long tables. They somehow managed to recognize individual
dancers and put together proof stacks for us to examine and choose from. I purchased two of these
souvenirs; they showed I had exhibited good posture and had taken heel leads in my waltz solo—at
least at the moment the pictures were snapped.
The array of shoes and costumes worn by both professionals and amateurs was enough to
stop a girl’s heart. Artistry in Motion, a familiar vendor even to me, was present in full force at
Hularama with a changing room in the lobby and a 25-foot rack of dresses; price tags ranged from
$1,500 (on sale) up to $6,000. Late Friday evening, I found myself perusing that rack in celebration,
because I had just placed third in my age category in the All-Around.
In the All-Around event, couples remain on the floor while a sequence of four, out of a
possible six, dances are called out. The choices are: waltz,
tango, fox trot, rumba, cha-cha and swing. For higher level
competitors, the All-Around includes Viennese waltz and
bolero. This was the event where I needed a cure for dry
mouth the most! Couples who pass the first round are shortly
called back to repeat four more dances. My weary body got a
welcome zing of energy when the number pinned to Zach’s
back, 121, was announced for third place.
I felt like an Olympian when a bronze likeness of the
Arthur Murray logo on an aqua-blue ribbon was placed around
my neck. I wore this medal unabashedly to the hotel bar where
I ordered a piña colada. Flush with adrenalin, I told the bartender it was my first-ever prize. He
smiled broadly and prepared the cocktail with much aloha flair and, I’m sure, an extra shot of rum.
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Such was my high-spirited state of mind when Loretta Turn, Artistry in Motion’s highly
professional temptress, led me straight to the sale rack.
“Your first major competition, right?” she asked. “How about trying on one of these?”
She held out a Swarovski crystal-studded lime green, pink and black dress. Its neckline
plunged, the hem ended at the knee. In spite of all the beading, it felt light, flexible, and moved
fluidly when I sashayed about. I liked the look very much, but the dress’s halter top needed to be
taken up a bit.
“I can sew that strap for you before the Latin dance category tomorrow,” Loretta offered.
With that, we agreed on a payment schedule I could live with.
The hot little number was mine.
***
As I wandered the ballroom environs waiting for my
Saturday heats, I glanced into every reflective surface to
check out my new dress. I passed the room where women
could have hair and make-up done for a fee, and saw that it
was empty of clients. One of the young practitioners saw me
peeking around the door jam and said, “Come in!”
“I’m only looking,” I said.
“Sit here a minute.”
Do I have NEWBIE stamped on my forehead? I
couldn’t help saying I’d just bought the dress.
In the next 15 minutes, this sweet professional had
pushed the sides of my hair back and sprayed them firmly in
place; sketched on eyebrows more prominent than I usually
make them; applied liner and emerald shadow to match the
new ensemble perfectly.
“Your lipstick is fine.” She finished with a flourish of her hand that communicated voilà!
“This time is on me.”
Despite my spiffed-up appearance, on that second day my confidence started to erode. I think I was
so overcome with the pace, the glamour of the setting, and the high level of performance all around
me that I was unable to access things that are second nature in my home studio. I started to think too
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much. When I stepped onto the floor, I could feel my heart rushing, and so my steps were also
rushed.
“Sloooow down,” Zach whispered more than once. “It’s OK to be a little behind me.”
I forgot to make eye contact with him, which would surely
have helped our connection. In fact, if I had just given more
attention to my partner’s lead, instead of worrying about patterns of
steps, I could have dropped more easily into each dance. A little
demon in my head taunted me: “You think you know this rumba, but
you’re not pulled up tall. You’re dragging his arm down on the
turns; your wrist is tense.” It seemed the soles of my shoes were
alternately sticking to the floor and sliding; my balance was shot.
“Relax,” Zach said, his tone more patient than I expected.
“Have a glass of water.”
Well, I said to his back as he sped off to partner Barbara, my
salsa wasn’t that bad.
When Zach offered his arm for my final set of heats, I still felt
shaken. At one point, during something challenging, a bolero or
samba, I tripped over my own feet and froze stock still for a moment.
My embarrassment was complete. Zach helped me regroup, but when
the song was over, he took me by the hand and led me, with rather
large strides, through the ballroom doors. I could feel the change of
weather, hear the crackle of palm fronds in the atrium, but it did not
soothe. I was on the edge of tears.
“Remember that you are not dancing alone.” His deep blue
eyes regarded me seriously. Both hands rested gently on my
shoulders. “Feel our connection. Your body knows how to follow.
Just dance with me, Jennie! Just relax and dance!”
This verbal equivalent of a “snap out of it” slap in the face
made me settle down. I enjoyed the home-stretch heats, which culminated in a West Coast Swing to
“Mustang Sally.” Zach supported my breakthrough by using musical cues in this familiar song to
add some goofy flourishes to our routine. I found a way to move with enough abandon to elicit
laughter, and yes, applause, from the folks at our Santa Rosa table.
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Are you staying low into soft knees for more power and energy? Are you using
your supporting leg? Here’s a bust-the-bra crossover, a queenly projection of
your upper body. Then, a dip. Take your bows. It’s over too soon! ‘I’m just getting
warmed up,’ you think. ‘I want to do it all over again.’
I removed my dance shoes the minute I entered the elevator; bare feet made it easier to speed down
the corridors to Valerie and Jeff’s room. My cohorts had completed all their events about an hour
earlier and had invited me to share a bottle of their favorite Peter Michael Pinot Noir.
My sudden light-heartedness was like the relief I felt after finishing the last exam of my last
day in college. There had been hard work, a dream realized—albeit with mixed personal results—
and now I had time to reflect and assess. What would come next in my ballroom dance career? I had
progressed from an awkward beginner to a beginning competitor, but wow, did I need to develop
additional poise! The difference between learning patterns of steps and being in partnership was the
difference between bronze and silver. Dancing together means tuning in to the other’s body, giving
attention to nuance of movement, following where I’m led but holding my own space and posture.
It’s such a satisfying give-and-take. When the connection works, it’s heavenly.
“Aaahhhhh, we did it!”
Jeff uncorked the bottle.
A warm breeze, laden
with the perfume of white
ginger—or was it plumeria?—
wafted across the lanai. Late
afternoon light refracted through
the ruby glow of the wine,
whose label, “My Danseuse,”
was wholly fitting. There was
nothing left for us to fret about,
except perhaps what to wear to
the cocktail party and formal dinner that evening. There was nothing left to accomplish except get
to know each other better and share our memories. I said I was most impressed with the
demonstration heats in which the pros were limited to only those figures in the teaching syllabus—
yet how beautifully they executed the basic steps! It made me feel that excellence was within my
reach.
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Valerie said, “I loved seeing the ballroom packed end-to-end with people in their formals
doing The Electric Slide.”
The Walters had earned third place in their amateur couples division, and Santa Rosa won
first place for Top Studio through a calculation of heat totals and how well we placed in our various
entries. The studio award was surely enhanced by Barbara winning first in Smooth Scholarship,
second in Rhythm Scholarship, and Top Student in her Silver Level.
Valerie, Jeff and I lifted our glasses in a toast to the success of our modest 4-student crew.
“Cheers!”
We had acquitted ourselves well.
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